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One of the major advancements applied to scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) during the past 10 years has been the development and
application of digital imaging technology. Advancements in technoiogy, no-
tably the availability of less expensive, high-density memory chips and the
development of high speed analog-to-digital converters, mass storage and
high performance central processing units have fostered this revolution. To-
day, most modern SEM instruments have digital electronics as a standard
feature. These instruments, generally have 8 bit or 256 gray levels with, at
least, 512 X 512 pixel density operating at TV rate. In addition, current
stow-scan commercial frame-grabber cards, directly applicable to the SEM,
can have upwards of 12-14 bit lateral resolution permitting image acquisition
at 4096 X 4096 resolution or greater. The two major categories of SEM
systems to which digital technology have been applied are:

1, Analog 'slow scan" SEM systems. In the analog SEM system the
scar generator is normally operated in an analog manner and the image is
displayed in an analog or :'slow scan" mode. TV rate is available, but is not
the preferred mode of operation. These systems have been the mainstay of
the SEM market and many thousands of instruments are currently out in the
field. Analog systems are not directly or economically upgradable by the
SEM manufacturer to digital imaging, but is is possible to install accessory
digital image processing and analysis systems such as those provided by
third-party companies. These systems include digital imaging incorporated
into x-ray mi era an a lysis systems or other computer-based stand alone sys-
tems. External access of the system is through a port referred to as a digital
beam interface (DBI). The DBI changes the voltage levels, signal polarities,
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biases and impedances in order to properly connect the standard inputs and
outputs of the analog and digital converters of the external computer to the SEM.
This port is either standard on the instrument or it can be added later.

2. Digital SEM systems. In the digital SEM system, the scan generator is
operated either in an analog or digital manner. The image is stored, processed
and displayed transparently through an image memory routinely at TV rate. Inter-
nal or external hard-disk mass storage of the digital images is also possible for
archiving. The stared digital image may be photographed directly from the frame
memory or hard disk. High resolution photography is accomplished through di-
rect analog or digital scanning. High-speed frame-grabbing is also possible with
an accessory computer through a standard video out put (RS-170 or PAL). Ex-
ternal communication to other third party systems is accomplished through a DBI
or other standard communication channels such as the Smafl Computer Stan-
dard Interface (SCSI).

Pre-digital electronics SEMs were plagued by the problem of a poor signal-
to-noise ratio, especially at low accelerating voltages and TV scan rates. Recent
developments in field emission filament technology improved that situation, but
parallel development of the modern digital imaging technology brought both of
these technologies together into an extremely powerful tool with exceptional flexi-
bility. Some of the advantages afforded by digital imaging include:

TV Rate Scanning. Essentially the :'slow scan" presentation of the SEM is gone
and is replaced with a real-time TV image. Integration of poorer signal-to-noise
images is transparently accomplished by frame buffering and frame averaging of
the video signal. TV rate scanning has been shown to be useful in reduction of
charging on many samples.

Digital Image Storage. Image archiving of the digital images either to floppy
disk or hard disk provides a permanent record that is easy to retrieve. Image
quality is identical to the originally stored image. Standardized file storage such
as the TIFF file format enables importation of the images into desk-top comput-
ers and word processing programs.
Paperless Image Transmission. The image data can be transmitted via data
lines to remote locations. It is conceptually possible to view the SEM image from
a remote location and actually operate the SEM from that location.
Real-time Pseudocolorization. High speed frame grabbers built into fast com-
puters enable the pseudocolorization of the SEM image at TV rate. This allows
the highlighting by color coding of certain information valuable to the viewer.
Real-time Image Ana lysis/Process ing. Digital enhancement of the image can
be done transparently, as the image is acquired, and the image can be processed
at the SEM console.

Optimization of Operating Conditions. Digital SEMs can automatically opti-
mize the operating conditions, such as the brightness, contrast, focus and astig-
matism correction. The operator can save optimum operating conditions then
re-load them as needed.

Until a few years ago, digital imaging was severely limited by the power of
the computer systems available and, therefore much of the digital imaging was
done through interfacing to the powerful mini-computer coupled to an x-ray micro-
analysis systems. Today, many desktop computers have computing capabilities
surpassing these early mini-computers. Computer systems are now small and
inexpensive enough to be directly incorporated into the SEM electronics console
as a standard component by the manufacturer. Thus, the architecture of the
modern SEM has changed, in that, the instrument has become more a computer
with an SEM column being only a peripheral component. This concept is a major
aovantage because the digital architecture of modern SEMs now permits the
application of a whole host of peripheral technologies associated with, and being
developed for, the personal computer industry to be readily applied to the SEM.
These technologies enable the data to be more readily taken, stored and pro-
cessed. Indeed, the future is bright for this technology. •
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The new EDAX PowerMX™ Series adds totally
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technology with sophisiicated EDAX data
acquisition and processing know-how.
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applications, but any one of hundreds of third-
pady packages, including almost all existing
Macintosh applications.

The system is built with a clear upgrade
path in mind and will be state-of-the-art for
years to come.
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